Fin ding s:

Patient Name: _______________________________________________ Date: ___________

Main Complaint: _____________________________Others:______________________ ____________________________
Most of us like to be free of aches & pains so that we can enjoy life to a fuller extent. We help you by gently introducing motion into
joints that got stuck in a ‘not quite right’ position, which is known to create pain and make surrounding muscles spasm and hurt.
We mitigate muscle spasms mainly with Trigger Point Therapy. Addressing both joint & muscle pathology is a powerful remedy
against many pains and gives the body a fertile ground for rehab and an active lifestyle.
We will then show you adaptations you can do to avoid repeated painful exposure as well as exercises and stretches that allow you
to create stability and ensure long-term relief. The healing of your musculoskeletal apparatus depends on movement. What you can
do immediately in most cases is simple walking an extra 20 – 30 min/day. This will spur on your body’s own healing process.
We believe it imperative that those whom we treat fully understand the cause of their ailments and in doing so grow motivated to
participate proactively in their own healing. An informed patient makes good treatment all the more effective. Thanks for giving us
the opportunity to be a valuable partner in your recovery.
How does the Body Work?
- Bones are stacked on top one another like LEGO pieces.
- Ligaments around the Joints keep the Bones together
just like Rubber Bands.
- Muscles move the Bones.
- The Brain talks to the body and coordinates all of it.
PAIN is generally an indication that there is a problem.
Most likely:
- The LEGO pieces are out of place
- Rubber Bands overstretch or snap
- The brain tells muscles to hold it all together & get extra tight.
Others are shut off to help us hurt less
We UNDO all this:
#1 – Put LEGO’s together - adjustment
#2 – Let Rubber Bands heal - laser
#3 – Relax the muscles / decrease scarring – medical massage
#4 – Re-train them – coordinate muscle usage
What can you do?
- Cardiovascular exercise:
- RICE early on:
- Good nutrition for tissue
- Good mental attitude
- Build proper muscle
- Maintain good posture

Your specific

Goals: ______________________________

 Pain Meds Edema/inflammation  Function Strength
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